REQUIRED MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES – 2022-2023
Each student should come prepared the first day of school with the following materials.
Thereafter, students need to replenish these materials during the school year.
A student who learns to prepare is prepared to learn.

1st to 4th GRADERS

ALL GRADES:
1. Put your student’s name on all jackets, sweatshirts, lunch pails, backpacks, etc.
2. NO FELT OR MARKING PENS ARE ALLOWED ON SCHOOL PREMISES.
3. School supplies such as notebooks and/or lockers are NOT to be decorated with pictures, slogans, fad personalities,
radio stations, derogatory writing or anything else that detracts from a Christian school environment.

TEXTBOOKS & WORKBOOKS:

1. Textbooks will be distributed to students at the start of the school year. Book covers are required for all textbooks.
Fabric book covers need to be “X-Large”. There is a replacement fee for lost or damaged textbooks.
2. Workbooks will also be issued at the start of the school year. They are designed to supplement the textbooks. There
is a replacement fee for lost or damaged workbooks.

1st - 2nd GRADES:
1. Bibles: All 2nd grade students are provided with a new Bible at no charge. All students may purchase a replacement or
optional home copy of the New International Bible which can be purchased at school for $ 10.00.
2. Primary scissors, erasers, crayons, colored pencils (small pack), and dry erase markers.
3. Pencils: In 1st grade we start the year using special sized pencils which are provided by the school. In the 2nd grade
one dozen #2 pencils are needed, with erasers. These are not provided by the school and should be re-supplied each
month and always be more than 4" long.
4. One pencil box.
5. A small bottle of washable glue. Glue sticks should be brought throughout the
school year.
6. Kleenex - a small box, refill when needed.
7. Primary story journal/composition book with blank ½ page (on top).

3rd - 4th GRADES:
1. New students will receive a free Bible. A replacement or optional home copy of the New International Bible can be
purchased at school for $ 10.00.
2. Binder: 1 loose-leaf notebook with 3 metal rings and approximately 2" thick.
3. Dividers for subjects - put in notebook. Approximately 5 subject dividers.
4. Paper: wide ruled. A good supply should be brought to school and replenished as necessary.
5. Spiral notebook - 70 pages minimum. This is NOT a substitute for notebook paper.
6. Crayons, and pink pearl eraser.
7. Pencils: One dozen #2 pencils with erasers. Pencils should be re-supplied each month and should always be more than
4" long. Pencil holder or bag.
8. Colored pencils (8 are enough).
9. Several glue sticks - approximately 4 to begin with.
10. Pens: One or two black or dark blue ballpoint. Two red ballpoint pens for correcting papers.
11. Kleenex: A small box, refill when needed.
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